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Altcoin - alternative coin to Bitcoin
ATH - All time high, the highest recorded value of any digital asset.
Bitcoin - the first decentralised currency, the most important crypto founded by Satoshi Nakamoto.
Bitcoin dominance - the amount of value that Bitcoin has over altcoins
Blockchain technology - the digital infrastructure that verifies transactions and acts as security measures for transactions, additional crypto’s can be built on existing blockchain
Bullrun - the time of the BTC 4 year cycle  that sees the highest price action for BTC and results in new ATH’s
Cryptocurrency/Crypto/Crypto’s/token/Coin/Crypto coin- a form of digital currency where there is no centralised bank or government, rather the transactions are carried out and verified through Block-chain technology
DAPPs - Decentralised apps
Decentraland - an example of a gaming metaverse
Decentralised - separate from, not governed or ruled by government or banks
Decentralised Autonomous Organisation/ DAO’s - a company/ activity that is not centralised to a government or bank.
Decentralised wallet - where cryptos are stored, these can be online ‘hot wallet’ such as trust wallet or offline ‘cold wallet’ such as hard drive
DeFi - This stands for Decentralized finance. This refers to technology as a financial instrument that removes the middle man in a transaction e.g. brokers.
Estate - the name used by decentraland to signify a group of 2 or more parcels
Ethereum/ETH, BNB/Binance smart chain - examples of blockchains that other cryptos can be built upon.
Fiat currency/Fiat - currency that is centralised and backed by a government or banks
Gas fees - the cost of a crypto transaction
Liquidity - the availability/volume of a currency
Metaverse - an online world/ reality that is created digitally and allows users to interact with these spaces
Mined/mining - this is the process where technology is used to solve complex mathematical equations and cryptos are distributed as a result of the correct answers being achieved, this is to verify the transactions.
Miners - people who operate mining machines or the machinery itself
NFT/ Non-fungible token - this is a digital file that stores a unit of information on a blockchain, this can be an image, audio, land etc.
Parcel - the name used by decentraland to signify a 16m x 16m plot of virtual land
Plaza - the name used by decentraland to signify the central gaming/activity hub
Staking - this is where cryptos can be locked for a certain amount of time in order to receive a percentage of interest on that token, independent of coin price.
Token - a crypto built on a different existing blockchain, a token is not part of the original code of the blockchain.
Token burn/ burned token - the number or amount of tokens of a crypto that have been sent to an inaccessible wallet that can never be reached in an aim to increase the price of the remaining tokens in circulation
Web 3.0 - the next iteration of the internet

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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PROJECT BRIEF

AIM 3 - Taking direct inspiration 
from the physical world, in 
particular building on the 
analysis of the Bullring and 
shopping centre semantics.

DETOXICITY
A decentrAlised metAverse

DE
The DE in DETOXICITY 

represents 
Decentralised 

DETOX
Is a word that refers 
to removing toxic 

elements from life, in 
this case this refers 
to rejecting damaging 

corporate beauty 
standards  

TOXIC
This metaverse 

aims to reduce the 
toxic information 

that reaches people 
through social media, 

advertising etc..

CITY
The metaverse will be 
a disrupted cityscape 

to imitate the 
physical world

The politics behind decentralisation are clear, DETOXICITY rejects the government and historic corporate monetisation of insecurity. The rejection of centralised 
financial exchanges means the money previously directed to the government and  large scale corporations who benefit from instilling toxicity throughout generations.

AIM 4 - Create a series of games, 
chat spaces and independent 
quests for users to complete as 
part of the metaverse experience, 
each of these are to have certain 
design elements that relate to 
and address issues raised in 

Studio 1, 

AIM 1 - Study the Psychology 
behind beauty and how our 
brain chemicals and signals 
interact and connect to what 

we perceive as beauty.

AIM 2 - Study and explore 
Islamic patterns along 
with the meanings and 
histories associated 

with this.
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Hello gamer and Welcome to Detoxicity, My name is Sana!
 
Detoxicity is a decentralised Metaverse, Within this portfolio there are a number of key 
short cuts to look out for, these will help you navigate this project and optimise your 
gaming experience!

Please begin by clicking the navigation tips for information on how to navigate, Once you 
are ready, please press continue

Once you are ready, please press continue

HOW TO NAVIGATE THIS PORTFOLIO
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To whom it may concern:

//We reject your governance

//We reject your media

//We reject your manipulation

//We reject your racism

//We reject your Islamophobia

//We reject your colourism

//We reject your standard of beauty

01//STUDIO 1 : RECAP

6
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Beauty standards and cultural identity:

How have toxic beauty standards and practices become synonymous with creating identity crisis 
among those who do not fit these standards? 

How does the media represent Muslims and Pakistani people and how does this impact our identity?

How can cultural beauty representation counter toxic beauty standards and practices and instead 
promote safety, comfort and self-love for Pakistani women?

Including a historic view 
of where these standards 
originate and develop from What creates identity crisis for 

Pakistani people?
Shown via A media analysis.

Unpacking the notion of 
guilty by association

Looking specifically at 
Pakistani cultural beauty

Unpacking the notion colourism that is 
heavily present within Pakistani beauty 

culture.

And how to change this

7
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Personal Political Potential

MEDIA

BEAUTY

IDENTITY

PAKISTANI

MUSLIM

POLICY ON 
BEAUTY

SHOPPING 
CENTRES

ISLAMOPHOBIA
ISLAMOPHOBIA 
AND FASHION

COLOURISM

HISTORY OF 
BEAUTY

FEMINIST 
ACTORS

GRAND CENTRAL

PAKISTAN SITE UK SITE

A PAKISTANI 
SPACEEUROCENTRIC 

STANDARD

TOXIC BEAUTY

KEY TOPICS

Diagram showing the complex and key topics covered in Studio 1

STUDIO 1 - TOPIC SUMMARY

Layer 1:
Media representation

Layer 2:
Pakistani beauty standards

Layer 3:
Euro-centric beauty standards
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THE PERSONAL: ALL EYES ON ME THE POLITICAL: MY BODY, SOCIETY’S CHOICE THE POTENTIAL: EMPOWERMENT

I, personally, have suffered with body dysmorphia for my entire life. 
I don’t remember a time in life where I wasn’t conscious about some 
part of my body. This led me to many toxic practices in an aim to reach 
impossible beauty ideals set by society. The collage aims to depict how 
this feels daily, all eyes on me, spotlights, everyone can point out my 
imperfections etc... 

Personal reflection: I am certainly not the only person who feels this, 
I think its about time society focusses on self-love and positive beauty 
practices if any.

Through analysing comments under arbitrary women’s social media 
posts, we can see that society is never really happy, people always find 
something to complain about, from her hair to her thighs to her ancles, 
this reinforces any existing self-doubt and needs to be unlearned

Personal reflection: I have received a lot of these comments shown 
on the left in face-to-face scenarios, particularly when people think they 
are being funny, I of course never understood the humour!

Rather on focusing on toxic beauty practices including diet culture, toxic 
empowerment and a ‘one size fits all’ standard of beauty, women should 
feel empowered to look as they please unapologetically. With a focus 
on cultural representation and loving the skin you are in. 

Personal reflection: Beauty standards today do not represent me in 
anyway, I am not the ideal height, weight, shape or size. Despite this, 
connections to my culture allow me to feel empowered.

KEY TOPICS

Diagram showing the complex and key topics covered in Studio 1

STUDIO 1 - PERSONAL, POLITICAL, POTENTIAL
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PERSONAL

POLITICAL POTENTIAL

For a long time, I have felt the need to conform to toxic beauty standards and be as 
close to societies expectations of beauty as possible

The potentials of this project are endless, with the possibility of creating 
safe and empowering spaces for women where they are free from the 

toxic beauty culture.

Through consumer culture and representation, we can see that the way 
that toxic body image and beauty standards are shown and promoted 
within the media. This leads to unrealistic expectations and standards 

for women 
FEMINIST
AGENDA

FEMINIST
AIMS

FEMINIST
APPROACH

Creating women only spaces, 
a focus on equity rather than 

equality

Creating empowering spaces that 
allow for positive development/ 

maintenance

My feminist approach is informed 
by my personal experiences as  
a minority, woman of colour with 

immigrant background

Equity Empowerment Comfort and safety Unlearning toxicity

My feminist approach is informed 
by my life experiences and 
interactions with people and 

space

My feminist approach is informed 
by my education and learning, not 
only academic but also, media 

and external information

My feminist approach is informed 
by stories of people in all sorts of 

situations and walks of life.

Explore and understand what 
makes space safe and meaningful

Explore feminism and design 
through a Pakistani lens.

STUDIO 1 - APPROACH, AIMS AND AGENDA
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“Thinking about design is hard, but not thinking about it 
can be disastrous”

-Unknown

DECLARATION OF THE INDEPENDENCE OF THE
CYBERSPACE

02//STUDIO 1 : REFLECTION

11
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Studio 1 reflection 

Currently with the project, I feel that there is a slight disconnect with the overall wider aim and final output 
within this project, I currently feel that the pod design may be an oversimplification of the wider problem at 
hand. While the pod design has the benefits of being an inclusive space that reflects the Pakistani community, 

it may not be enough to counter the toxicity. 

While this approach is targeting the micro possibilities of small scale design to counter the toxic beauty 
culture, upon reflection, I feel that there is possibly a wider scale initiative to be explored that can aim to 

counter the toxic beauty industry more holistically.

For these reason, for studio 2 I aim to explore a wider range of design strategy and approaches. 

Studio 2 aims 

The problem with this was that the approach was too simplistic in the sense of how much the end user is 
affected by the proposal. The act of trying on clothes or experiencing Pakistani culture for a few moments 
is not enough to instil a long therm change or behavioural shift. This is not enough to empower Pakistani 
women. Instead of this, I aim to focus on the psychology of beauty and how the learned behaviour can be 
unlearned and reprogrammed to allow for a deeper psychological shift in the users response to beauty. 
For this to happen, the entire environment needs to be changed in order to create empowering space. This 
approach is not only for Pakistani women, the aim is that users are able to control the space and apply 

settings specific to their culture and background

New approach based off the reflections to studio 1 

While the in-depth research was incredibly in-depth, the Pakistani pod design was far too simplistic to 
address the main issues that have been raised.

While still applying the research, the project aim is now to counter the toxicity of the beauty industry. Part 
of this new approach includes focusing on the bullring as the site rather than having multiple locations in 

the UK and Pakistan.

This is a more feminist approach to studio 1 as there is more inclusion and a more targeted approach to the 
core of the problem rather than a temporary masking of the problem.

For this portfolio and the remainder of the project, the views and visuals will be completed with a Pakistani 
perspective, however, this is in no way restricted to a design just for Pakistanis, rather it is a larger scale 

challenge and disruption to the corporate beauty industry through the use of immersive technology. 

STUDIO 1 - PROJECT REFLECTION
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Governments derive their just powers from the consent of 
the governed. You have neither solicited nor received 
ours. We did not invite you. You do not know us, nor do 
you know our world. Cyberspace does not lie within your 
borders. Do not think that you can build it, as though it 
were a public construction project. You cannot. It is an 
act of nature and it grows itself through our collective 

actions.
- John Perry Barlow

DECLARATION OF THE INDEPENDENCE OF THE
CYBERSPACE

03//STUDIO 2 : INTRODUCTION
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DETOXICITY
A decentrAlised metAverse

This metaverse aims to counter the toxic beauty practices that 
we face within the physical world, through taking inspiration 
from the physical world, a series of games, chat spaces and 
independent quests for users to complete, Detoxicity aims to 
be a space where users can unlearn the toxic and instead gain 

a new perspective of what beauty is to them.

14
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DECENTRALISATION

With the metaverse being decentralised the users are essentially protected from the toxicity that is 
spread by government and the large scale corporate beauty industry and institutions. The control is 
instead with the user and therefore less susceptible to manipulation.

DECENTRALISATION - A FEMINIST APPROACH

The Government

Ser 1 Ser 2 Ser 3

Ser 4 Ser 5 Ser 6

Ser 7 Ser 8 Ser 9

Media

Banks

Regulation

Legislation

Policy

Law

Consumer 
Control

Tax

Finance

Employment

Welfare

With only one single regulatory authority, the control of what the general 
public have exposure or access to and how this is regulated can be easily 

manipulated for personal gains.

With only multiple divided regulatory authorities and servers, the control of 
what the general public have exposure or access to and how this is regulated can 

is much more difficult to manipulate and runs essentially as a democracy.

CENTRALISED DECENTRALISED

Citizenship
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KEY ELEMENTS TO UNDERSTAND DETOXICITY

3 key concepts to understand for this portfolio include Cryptocurrency, Non-fungible tokens and Metaverse

Cryptocurrency

Non-Fungible 
Token

Metaverse
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PROTEST SCALE

A study of analysing what the smallest scale of intervention would be in terms of scale, interaction with 
the site and preparation. This would be a protest or campaign that can disturb existing beauty stores 
and shopping markets who sell the toxic beauty standards discussed in studio 1. 

MICRO POSSIBILITIES
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FULL SCALE TAKEOVER

A study of analysing what the most extravagant scale of intervention would be in terms of scale, 
interaction with the site and preparation. This would be a complete renovation and takeover of the 
space, this would  disturb existing beauty stores within the Bullring that are involved in selling toxic beauty 
standards and products. Creating a virtual digital world that diverts shoppers attention completely 
away from the toxic practices and standards that are implemented by the beauty industry today.

MACRO POSSIBILITIES
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DECENTRALISATION IS FEMINIST

Within the UK there are 3 key mediums through which the toxicity of the beauty industry is supported and 
encouraged within, the metaverse will specifically challenge and oppose these with a decentralised 
approach.

WHY DECENTRALISATION MATTERS

The Government Shopping 
Centres/stores The media

Policies and regulations are 
created with a focus on 
profits rather than health 
and well being of the end 

user.

With the government being the centralised power holder within 
the UK, there are many ways that the rules and regulations can 
be manipulated to produce the most profits in accordance with 

shops/ brands

Existing issues identified 
in the existing beauty 

industry

How the DETOXICITY 
addresses this

With the key aim being for profit, the main inspections that 
shopping centres conduct for businesses looks at financial 

statements and business forecasts rather than the social 
impact that a space can have

Social media is a key catalyst 
in promoting insecurity 

and advertising toxic beauty 
practices as a solution to this.

Magazines and model beauty 
standards represent an often 

unhealthy, unrepresentative 
and unattainable standard of 

beauty

Hate speech, islamophobia and 
racism towards Pakistani communities 

is often amplified by news, online 
media and social groups online, 

this leads to a snowball effect of 
negativity towards Pakistani’s

Islamophobic government 
programmes such as PREVENT work 

to validate any prejudices towards 
Pakistanis being seen as a threat.

Advertising, calculated semantic arrangement and micro-
tactics encourage users to engage with toxic beauty 

practices. These spaces are designed to make shoppers 
feel insecure and more inclined to purchase. Inevitably each 
purchase benefits the store and in turn the shopping centre.

A decentralised Metaverse is not government controlled, while this can lead to issues surrounding tax, the 
entire crypto space was created as a way to be financially free from government constraints, in the same way, 
the shopping centres and toxic side of media would not have the access that they currently do in the physical 

world.
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Bitcoin was created to serve a highly political intent, a 
free & uncensored network where all can participate with 

equal access

- Amir Taaki

THE FOUNDATIONS OF CRYPTOCURRENCY

04//CRYPTOCURRENCY AND FEMINISM

20
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The history of cryptocurrency is synonymous with the history of Bitcoin(BTC), as can be seen over the 
bitcoin price charts, crypto involvement and alt-coin prices are directly impacted by the movements 
of BTC. Bitcoin was launched in 2009 by Satoshi Nakamoto(pseudonym) following a white paper 
released by Satoshi in 2008. The aims for this was a currency that could not be manipulated by 
government or external political influences, instead this is aimed to be the currency of the people.

CRYPTOCURRENCY POLITICAL HISTORY

We can win a major battle in the arms race and gain a new territory of freedom 
for several years.

-Satoshi Nakamoto(2010)

Previous ATH: $69,720, 2021

Key events:
1980 - First mention of E-cash
2009 - Satoshi Nakamoto launches Bitcoin protocol
2010 - First retail transaction of BTC - 10,000 for 2 pizzas
2011 - new cryptos begin emerging using BTC open-source code
2012 - Bitcoin is accepted as a donation by various American charity organisations
2013 - First bullrun, FBI seized BTC from numerous accounts, worlds first BTC ATM was created
2014 - Zynga announces testing for BTC to be used as currency for in game purchases, restaurants/ casinos begin accepting BTC
2015 - number of merchants accepting BTC exceeded 100,000
2016 - BTC becomes widely accepted globally with South Africa’s largest online marketplace accepting BTC
2017 - Number of stores accepting BTC in Japan 4.6X. and a law is passed to legalise the payment method
2018 - South Korea put heavy bans on anonymous crypto trading
2019 - COVID sees a pull-back for BTC leading in to bull market
2020 - Global institutions begin adopting BTC
2021 - El-Salvador adopt BTC as their legal tender and continue to buy the dips
2022 - Metaverse based projects, gaming, NFT etc. continue trading in extremely large volumes, up to 20bn a week

21
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This follows the  BTC transaction, majority cryptos transact in the same way with different mining code for Proof-Of-Stake or Peer-to-Peer mining. This 
influences the type of mining machinery and code used to mine, the transaction remains the same. This diagram explains the mechanisms of Blockchain 
technology. This entire process takes a few seconds with 4.6 transactions peer second.

HOW A CRYPTO TRANSACTION WORKS - BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

PERSON A has a 
decentralised meta mask 
wallet that stores all 
their crypto in one 
place. Here they can 

stake for higher APY than 
banks offer.

PERSON A has the amount 
of BTC needed to cover 
the payment and gas fee/
transaction cost within 

their wallet

Every crypto wallet has its own unique public 
key, to make transactions quicker the QR code of 
a wallet can be scanned to connect to PERSON A’s 
public key. This is called the wallet address

To connect to this wallet, PERSON B must also 
create a decentralised wallet and exchange 

Fiat for crypto in this case BTC. This is done 
on a decentralised exchange.

To receive the wallet can be empty

FUND 
TRANSFER

WALLETS AND 
CRYPTO

EXCHANGE

Within the wallet, 
PERSON A selects 

amount and currency 
to send to PERSON B 
and submits this

As the currency 
leaves PERSON 
A’s wallet the 

transaction must be 
verified to reach 

PERSON B

When any crypto wallet is created, a seed 
phrase of 12-24 randomised words is created, 
this is the PRIVATE KEY that allows access to 
the wallet, without this there is no access to 

the wallet(password)

Once a transaction has been submitted by 
PERSON A, the cyphered plain data is decrypted 
allowing the wallet to connect to PERSON B’s 

wallet address

DECRYPTING

MINERSMINERS

Once the transaction has been submitted 
by PERSON A to be approved it will need a 
number of virtual signatures/ contracts 
to verify this transaction, where a small 
crypto amount is distributed between each 

mining computer.

The amount received by each miner depends 
on hashrate this is known as mining.

Each miner 
must complete 
a complex set 
of mathematical 

equations 
in order to 
verify the 
transaction. 

The miners 
set up the 

cryptographic 
hash function

CRYPTOGRAPHIC 
HASH FUNCTION

This transfers the data into an 
alphanumerical string of characters 
with a fixed length. This is the hash 

value. This makes it impossible to know 
what hash value will be created, this 

is a randomised nonce/satoshi selection 
that creates a new hash.

Each hash has memory of its 
previous hash and transaction, 

these can be found on 
transaction histories of 
different blockchains. 

Once the computers have solved the mathematical 
equations the miner is rewarded. When the hash 
rate is higher this means there is more chance 
of a miner achieving the correct solution, 

therefore higher hash rate = higher return for 
mining

Once the  required number of 
confirmations is achieved, the 

transaction is marked ‘success’. 
PERSON B has received the funds from 

PERSON A.

PERSON A is a buyer, PERSON B is a seller

22
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BTC
Price: $37,340
Market cap: $700 billion

ETH
Price: $2,496
Market cap: $293 billion

USDT
Price: $1.00
Market cap: $78 billion

BNB
Price: $385.66
Market cap: $62 billion

ADA
Price: $1.07
Market cap: $35 billion

SOL
Price: $98.89
Market cap: $30 billion

LUNA
Price: $66.07
Market cap: $26 billion

DOGE
Price: $0.1465
Market cap: $19 billion

DOT
Price: $18.85
Market cap: $19 billion

AVAX
Price: $69.15
Market cap: $16 billion

August, 2021
July, 2021

June, 2021

May, 2021

April, 2021

March, 2021
February, 2021
January, 2021

December, 2020

November, 2020

October, 2020
September, 2020
August, 2020
July, 2020
June, 2020

May, 2020

April, 2020
March, 2020
February, 2020
January, 2020

Today cryptocurrencies are used around the globe more than ever before, A large part of the transaction 
relies on miners to verify and provide digital signatures to authorise this. When a currency is used /
bought or traded the values of it increases, the Market cap also increases accordingly, as the demand 
increases the supply becomes more valuable.

CRYPTOCURRENCY TODAY

Largest crypto’s by 
market cap

Diagram showing where majority of the Bitcoin mining has taken place in recent months around the globe. Without this process the 
crypto transactions cannot be verified and would fail.

CHINA

USA

MALAYSIA

RUSSIA

KHAZAKSTAN

IRAN

GERMANY

CANADA

IRELAND

OTHER
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TEST-NET LAUNCH
Coin Name: DETOXICITY
Coin Token: TOXI

The project crypto for this 
coin would be the TOXI coin, 
this would be created on the 
Detoxicity blockchain, due to time 
and financial restraints during 
this project, the token has been 
created on Binance Smart Chain 
(BEP-20). The test-net launch 
involved using binance test-
net faucet to provide the BNB 
currency to run a test version of 
TOXI coin, this is done to check 
all parameters before main-net 
launch.

TOXI COIN TEST-NET

Confirmed Meta mask transaction and confirmed block show successful test-net launch for TOXI coin

Connected Meta mask wallet with BNB from BNB Faucet

Smart-chain test-net

Deployed contracts to create test TOXI token

24
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MAIN-NET LAUNCH
Coin Name: DETOXICITY
Coin Token: TOXI
Token Address: 0xb7742acdaa2404b7a2040e583630ee45771641f7
Find on BSCScan: 

The project crypto for this coin would be the TOXI coin, this would be created on the Detoxicity 
blockchain, due to time and financial restraints during this project, the token has been created on 
Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20) - The Binance blockchain. This is made available to buy on Pancake 
swap via trust wallet/ Meta mask and any other wallets that can be conned to DAPP’s. Liquidity has 
been provided for BNB/TOXI trading pair. This was created using a primary meta mask wallet. An 
initial circulating supply of 1,000,000,000 TOXI coins were created.

TOXI COIN MAIN-NET

The code used to create the Main-net TOXI coin token on the Binance smart-chain

Once the token had been launches on 
remix.ethereum with the code to the 
left, the token was visible in the 

primary meta mask wallet

To add liquidity, the token 
needed to be imported into a 
BSC DAPP, in this cake Pancake 

swap

0.01 BNB was added to provide 
liquidity for this token, total 
launch cost around 0.04 BNB

Over 500,000,000 TOXI coins 
have been put in to circulation 

and are available to buy

Please note: while this is now a token that can be traded, the intention for this project is to have its own blockchain and higher liquidity, this 
would need a minimum initial liquidity of 15 BNB @ £250 each (£3,000)

1 32

25
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Anything the government hates or ban, invest in it and 
spend time to understand it better. That could be your 
missing piece. Bitcoin is a perfect example of such!

- Olawale Daniel

THEY BAN, WE BUY!

05//NFT’S AND FEMINISM

26
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NON-FUNGIBLE TOKENS

With a new way to distribute and authenticate transactions, NFT’s are revolutionising the way we 
interact with digital assets across the web. The main aim of the NFT’S is to be used as a way to connect 
and sign in to DETOXICITY, this will be automatically done when a wallet is connected to the site

NFT’S

PREVIOUSLY NOW

Art has historically been 
predominantly physical art pieces/ 

collectables

NFT’s are digital art forms, these can 
be an image(JPEG/PNG etc.), audio 

video etc.

BROKER

£

BUYER

SELLER/ARTIST
SELLER/ARTIST

BUYER
Blockchain technology created digital 

receipts, proof of ownership and is 
the contract between buyers and 

sellers. 

All Profits go directly to the artist/seller

Brokers influence price 
of listing and negotiate 

price for closing
Typically work in large 

teams of people as part 
of a brokerage company, 
the aims for the company 
revolve around personal 

profits, the creator is 
secondary

Lengthy and complicated 
contracts are often set out for 
buyers and sellers to regulate 

transactions

BROKER BUYERSELLER/ARTIST BUYER 01SELLER/ARTIST BUYER 02
+100% +100%

+10%
ROYALTIES

-2% LISTING FEE

-3.5% SELLING FEE

-3.5% CLOSING FEE

NFT’s omit the need for brokerages and broker 
fees with more opportunities to directly profit 

as an artist
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What is web 3.0?

Web 3.0 is the newest iteration of the internet, this involves crypto’s, NFT’S, DeFi and the Metaverse

WEB 3.0 AND DECENTRALISED WALLETS

WEB 1.0 WEB 2.0 WEB 3.0

WEB 1.0 - to interact with anything in the digital space, users needed to 
have individual accounts and log in details that allow access to different 
websites, this meant multiple different ‘identity’ profiles needed to be 

created per platform.

WEB 2.0 - Rather than having numerous user names and numerous 
passwords that lead to numerous identity profiles, there was an emergence 
in bridging different profiles and connecting to various different websites 

using 1 key log in, this becomes the identity.

WEB 3.0 - Wallets are a decentralised space to store currencies both 
crypto and fiat, connecting this to a site allows for quick access to any 
NFT’s or other digital assets that can be used in various different platforms, 

This creates identity, payment, storage and transaction histories.

Numerous 
independent 

online accounts 
and passwords

Physical storage of 
assets

Money needed 
for transaction is in 
banks or physical

Key accounts that 
automatically 

connect you to 
additional sites

Inbuilt payment 
systems

GOOGLE PAY 
etc.. Still reliant on 

banks

Physical storage of 
assets

Automatically 
connect you to 
additional sites

Storage of money 
and payment 

system

Storage of digital 
assets (NFT)
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“Virtual world exists and now after metaverse boom virtual 
world is developing very fast and time is not far away we 

all will start living in virtual world”

― Anuj Jasani

THE METAVERSE

06//PRECEDENT STUDY - DECENTRALAND

29
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EXISTING METAVERSE

Decentraland is an existing gaming metaverse that has become increasingly popular 
recently with the launch of land parcels as NFT’s  that gamers can buy using the 
decentraland token. The game includes a series of activities, games and NFT galleries 
designed to enhance user experience. Each of these images is within the fashion district 
of decentraland.

DECENTRALAND

Logo and loading page for the game Starting menu and options for users

Travel portals within the metaverse Key buildings in each plaza act as central hub spaces

View of the main plaza building Fashion street within Decentraland
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EXISTING METAVERSE

The existing floor plan for decentraland 
shows the key elements of this Metaverse. 
The main plan does not include any details 
of the key infrastructure and buildings as this 
would look congested and makes the map 
more difficult to understand with so much 
going on, instead the map is designed to 
point out the key features.

DECENTRALAND MASTER PLAN

Different cities that 
grow as the map expands

Plazas, 9 in total, 
these are the central 
zones

Key event areas

Land parcel, each 
16mx16m

Multiple adjacent land 
parcels can be bought 
together to form an estate

Roads, the closer a 
parcel is to a road, 
the higher the value.

KEY:

31
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EXISTING METAVERSE UI

Within Decentraland, from a gamers perspective, there are a number of navigation tools 
around the screen to assist the user, these are key components to understand the game 
and users current location

DECENTRALAND USER INTERFACE

LANDMARK INFRASTRUCTURE
Large and distinct buildings or infrastructure 
to help players navigate their surroundings 

when in different Plaza’s

AVATAR ICON
Quick and easy access to 

personal profile 

PATHWAYS
Obvious pathways and easy to 

navigate directions to walk in 

ASSISTANCE
Chat box robot for any 
assistance, FAQ’s and 

general game introduction 
for users

MAP
Simple structure with name 
of Plaza, co-ordinates and 
landmark infrastructure

CHAT SPACE
Chat space for conversation and updates 
on anything is located on screen and 
looks like message bubbles, this is 

ongoing

Connecting with 
others

Pink dots on the map show 
where other users are 

located

ADDITIONAL ICONS
Additional icons are provided to mute mic 

or join a chat.

NFT’S
Extensive display of NFT artworks 

around the PLAZA

SIGNS
Signs showing the areas to explore 

within the plaza

LOCATION
Location is made clear with large icon for personal 
location and North, East, South, West directional aid
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HOW DECENTRALAND WORKS

Decentraland is a gaming metaverse with its own crypto that can be used to buy land and digital assets 
through connecting ones wallet. The decentraland token is called MANA. Currently, the cheapest 
parcel of land is around 4850 MANA which is roughly worth £10,000

DECENTRALAND BUSINESS MODEL

MANA – A cryptocurrency 
that facilitates 

purchases of LAND, as 
well as virtual goods 
and services used in 

Decentraland.

Built on the ethereum 
blockchain

CRYPTOCURRENCY

Land parcel

Gives users ownership of 
the space

NFT’s Marketplace

Trading value, Day traders 
and economic news creates 
high volatility for this 

crypto.

Giveaways and contests to 
allow people to get more 
MANA and buy more digital 

assets or trade.

Connect a crypto wallet, typically Meta mask for Decentraland as 
this supports ERC-20(ETH native blockchain)

METAVERSE
Users are able to modify 

their land through creating 
different scenes that can 

be applied over their 
parcel.

Name’s In game features

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/decentraland/
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“You’ll soon be meeting your friends and family on the 
Metaverse to chat and celebrate”

― Anuj Jasani

THE EXPANDING METAVERSE

07//APPLICATION TO DETOXICITY

34
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A FEMINIST METAVERSE

Through analysing the decentraland metaverse, it is clear that while there is an option to play as a 
guest without connecting a wallet to the game, the features are incredibly limited unless you are willing 
to pay in thousands of pounds/ dollars to get MANA to unlock in game features. Instead  Detoxicity 
aims to be more accessible and less of a monopoly.

DETOXICITY BUSINESS MODEL

TOXI – A cryptocurrency that facilitates 
purchases of LAND, as well as virtual goods 

and services used in Decentraland.
Built on the Binance smart 
chain (Binance blockchain)
This is feminist because BSC has incredibly 
low gas fees for any transaction compared to 

ETH

CRYPTOCURRENCY

Blocks

Gives users access to Detoxicity, this is essentially a key that 
allows people in.

NFT’s

Trading value fluctuates, however, the token can be staked to earn 
more TOXI coin. 

Giveaways and contests to allow people to get more TOXI and buy more 
digital assets or trade. This creates a lottery style approach where 

anyone can win.

Connect a crypto wallet, Meta mask/Trustwallet for Detoxicity as 
both of these can support BSC

METAVERSE NFT’S 

In game features

Many of the in game features 
that are sold as  NFT’S in 

Decentraland would be play-to-
earn in Detoxicity, this means 

that there would be a more 
inclusive playing field

Unique image Unique image
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Staking payout will be done through 
utilising user phones or PC electricity 

to mine the crypto. 

A percentage of The rewards from mining would 
be paid out to users

Increased time spent in the Detoxicity 
metaverse means increased mining power, 
this creates an intensive for users to 

stay connected.

TOKENOMICS
Staking and Mining

1 Ti
me

 s
pe

nt
 o

n 
DE

TO
XI

CI
TY2 3

AN INCLUSIVE EXPERIENCE

Tokenomics refer to the specific qualities or attributes that are applied to a currency that allow for 
various changes according to the implemented code, in this case, the tokenomics include 3 key staking 
and mining benefits.

FEMINIST TOKENOMICS - ECONOMIC MODEL
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METAVERSE BRIEF

Mapping of how each of the components within the Metaverse would work in tandem.

DETOXICITY
A decentrAlised metAverse

Decentralised wallets

Decentralised exchange

Decentralised currency

Block-chain technologycrypto currency

Airdrops of tokens and NFT’S

Mining

Proof Of Stake (POS)

Increased coin value

NFT’S

Non-Fungible tokens (NFT’s)

Royalties received 
on re-sale

Unlocks the metaverse

Series of games

Affirmations to be collected -ve comments to contribute to 
coin burns

Metaverse is a 
Decentralised Autonomous 

Organisation (DAO) 
Governed by code

Community votes

Land/space is mined using 
peoples/users devices

Players can receive % of all 
mined tokens

Incentive to stay online

Chat/Conversation space Explore spaces

Coin can be used to mint more 
NFT’s

NFT’S

NFT’S

Decentralised Finance (DeFi)
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“We live in a world where people believe they have full 
control of their choices and decisions, but rarely have 
the holistic knowledge to effectively wield such power.”

― Spencer Fraseur, The Irrational Mind: How To Fight Back 
Against The Hidden Forces That Affect Our Decision Making

ITS ALL IN OUR HEAD

08//THE PSYCHOLOGY OF BEAUTY

38
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HOW DOES OUR BRAIN RESPOND TO BEAUTY?

A key design process for creating Detoxicity involves analysing the brain chemistry that occurs when 
the human brain is exposed to a beautiful stimulus, understanding this allows for informed and accurate 
intentional design. This is based on social media and real time.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF BEAUTY

EMPATHY CIRCUITS
Empathy circuits are the part of the brain 
that responds to a stimulus by creating 
an interpersonal response. This is where 
a perspective or reaction is created.

STRUCTURE
Cingulate cortex and areas typically 
associated with language also activate 
as these areas of the brain focus on 
symmetry and structure of a stimulus.

OXYTOCIN
One of the most important hormones in 
relation to a response to beauty, Oxytocin 
is typically produced  when someone or 
something is perceived as beautiful.

REWARD/PLEASURE
As a  positive stimulus is presented the 
brain produces a dopaminergenic response 
which is associated with happiness and 
excitement. 

CORTISOL
Low amounts of cortisol may be excreted 
from the pituitary gland in response to 
a stimulus , this is the response in 
immediate reaction 

OXYTOCIN AND DOPAMINE
Often within the response, these two 
hormones work in tandem  when the brain 
is reacting to a given stimulus.

MESOCORTICOLIMBIC 
DOPAMINERGENIC PATHWAYS

OXITOCINERGENIC PATHWAYS

Pre-frontal cortex

Medial Pre-frontal 
cortex

Ventromedial 
Pre-frontal cortex

Anterior cingulate 
cortex

Inferior frontal 
gyrus

Nucleus accumbens

Paraventricular 
nucleus

Superior temporal 
gyrus

Ventral tegmental 
area

Hypothalamus

Insula

39
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WHY ARE WE ADDICTED TO BEAUTY?

In order to analyse the psychological effect that any stimulus percieved to be beautiful has on the 
human mind, A key hormone to measure is Dopamine which has been dubbed the neural substrate of 
beauty.

DOPAMINE - THE NEURAL SUBSTRATE OF BEAUTY

PITUITARY GLAND
Dopamine restricts the prolactin 
production that is otherwise secreted 
from the pituitary gland. The greater 
the dopamine production, the lower the 
prolactin.

NIGROSTRIATAL PATHWAY
This neural pathway can influence brain 
function and process addiction through 
the facilitation of dopamine.

MESOLIMBIC PATHWAY
This pathway is responsible for transports 
dopamine to the nucleus accumbens and 
amygdala from the Ventral Tegmental area.

MESOCORTICAL PATHWAY
This pathway is largely connected to 
the pre-frontal cortex and is key in 
creating associations for behavioural 
reinforcement.

DORSAL STRATIUM
This area is key to regulate motor function 
and therefore allow for connection between  
actions and response

THALAMUS
This part of the brain relays sensory 
and motor information and regulates the 
conscious mind

TUBEROINFUNDIBULAR PATHWAY

Nucleus accumbens Substantia nigra
Thalamus

Dorsal stratium

Hypothalamus

Pituitary gland
Putamen Ventral tegmental area

Prolaxin and dopamine work as opposites to one another

HIGH DOPAMINE = LOW PROLACTIN

HIGH PROLACTIN = LOW DOPAMINE

40
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THE EMOTIONAL RESPONSE OF BEAUTY

FASCINATION AWE/WONDER

ADMIRATION WONDER

ANXIETY SHAME

LOW SELF ESTEEM DEPRESSION

THE 4 HEY EMOTIONS RELATING TO BEAUTY

These emotions are often implemented and learned through positive and negative 
reinforcement, this is widely influenced by culture, exposure and experience. This 

is how subjectivity of the beauty industry is ingrained in human psychology.

These emotions are often implemented and learned through punishment. This can be 
self inflicted through comparison to existing standard of beauty of this can be 

directly inflicted by members of society.

THE 4 HEY EMOTIONS RELATING TO BODY DYSMORPHIA 
(BDD)

WHAT EMOTIONS DO WE HAVE TOWARDS BEAUTY?

With the brain chemistry analysed, the next stage is to overlay this information and begin to understand 
how these systems, pathways and chemical responses work in tandem to create the key emotional 
responses to beauty. This is a result of negative reinforcement, positive reinforcement and punishment.

41
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MANIPULATED NEURO-PSYCHOLOGY

CURRENT BEHAVIOURAL CYCLE

Negative Stimulus 
representing unrealistic 

beauty standards
Makes people feel unworthy/ 

ugly

TUBEROINFUNDIBULAR 
PATHWAY is triggered

Body Dysmorphia/ Anxiety 
BDD

Prolaxin is produced 
‘sad hormone’

‘Cure’ is advertised e.g. 
skin cream etc..

‘Cure’ is bought and used Learned behaviour

PROPOSED BEAUTY CYCLE

From analysing and understanding the current psychological influence of the beauty industry, the 
proposed cycle is tailored to focus on creating the dopamine responses that are typically attained 
with the purchase of a ‘cure’ without any of the negative emotions.

DETOXICITY BEHAVIOURAL 
CYCLE

Positive Stimulus 
representing realistic 

beauty and individuality Makes people feel beautiful 
and represented

TUBEROINFUNDIBULAR 
PATHWAY is triggered

Dopamine is produced 
‘happy hormone’

Learned behaviour

42
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“Islamic patterns speak of infinity and the omnipresent 
centre.”

― John Martineau, Quadrivium: The Four Classical Liberal 
Arts of Number, Geometry, Music, & Cosmology

PATTERNS AND SYMBOLISM

09//BEAUTY IN ISLAMIC PATTERNS

43
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ISLAMIC PATTERN STUDY

PATTERNS

In depth study of the key geometry and colours associated in Islamic patterns

Islamic art   =

Nature

+

Spiritual quality

Patterns originally derive from Arabic letters and 
numbers and are for this reason called arabesque
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PATTERNS

In depth study of the key geometry and colours associated in Islamic patterns

ISLAMIC PATTERN STUDY

KEY GEOMETRIC FEATURES:

KEY COLOURS:

COMPLEX GEOMETRIC PATTERNS
KEY ARRANGEMENT:

Simple patterns or shapes are often continually repeated to form 
complex geometric patterns and textures
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LAND PARCELS AND PLAZA’S

With the key concepts forming the ‘Plazas’ of the design, the bulk of the floor plan which is made up of 
land parcels is to be made up of parcels consisting of Islamic geometric patterns in line with Pakistani 
representation

METAVERSE FLOOR PLAN CONCEPT

A PLAZA
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Gaming plaza

A history of 
toxic beauty

Pakistani chat 
space

Gaming plazaPakistani 
Fashion show

Islamic gardens

-Pakistani 
Representation

Pakistani 
Bazaar

Islamic 
gardens

-Pakistani 
Representation

Bullring and 
grand central

Within this metaverse there are 9 key spaces, 9 key plazas, each with different functions and use to benefit and 
represent the Pakistani community.

PLAZA’S POSSIBLE FLOOR PLAN AND ARRANGEMENT

To begin with, there are 9 key plazas in detoxicity, these are shown to the left. As the metaverse 
expands, there is potential for more plazas. From Studio 1 there are 3 key aims of these Plazas.

PROGRAMME OF DETOXICITY

Re-educate
Allow for an understanding of the issues discussed surrounding toxic 
Beauty practices, beauty standards and Pakistani/Muslim representation

Representation
Create spaces that are representative of the Pakistani and Muslim 
community. This includes designing spaces that are culturally reflective 

of the beauty Standards

Re-evaluate
What identity means and the subjectivity of beauty through 
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Stage 000
Population 10,000

PLAN GROWTH

As more people begin to join the metaverse, more land will be mined and the metaverse will organically 
grow.

METAVERSE EXPANSION

Stage 001
Population 25,000

Stage 010
Population 100,000
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Virtual reality is all about democratizing storytelling. 
It gives people more control over the experience. Instead 
of trying to force a story upon you, we try and give you 
this huge playground through which you will create stories 

that you will then share through this medium.

CURTIS HICKMAN

YOU ARE IN CONTROL

10//THE BULLRING PLAZA

49
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HYBRID SPACE

A mixed reality intervention that users can access within the bullring that connects them to DETOXICITY, 
an entirely different world that is rich in colour, patterns and Pakistani representation, this is overlaid on 
the existing Bullring plans to create an escape from the toxic world of shopping centres.

THE PROPOSITION
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HOW THE VIRTUAL INTERACTS WITH THE PHYSICAL

Within the UK there are 3 key mediums through which the toxicity of the beauty industry is supported and 
encouraged within, the metaverse will specifically challenge and oppose these with a decentralised 
approach.

MIXED REALITY INTERVENTION

Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3

The existing Grand central and bullring 
shopping centre

The Metaverse, virtual world overlaid on 
top of the existing

The interactive elements of the 
Metaverse that exist entirely separate 

from the physical world.
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GRAND CENTRAL ENTRANCE LOCATION

Floor plan of the bullring showing where the key ENTRANCE hub within the metaverse will be in 
accordance to the bullring. This is largely based on areas identifies within the Studio 1 portfolio.

BUILDING PLAZA ENTRANCE

KEY LOCATIONS: THE KEY ENTRANCES

Key anchor store entrance 
(currently boarded up) 

Selfridge’s, key anchor store, 
this acts as a secondary 

entrance

Train station, heaviest 
footfall, This is the main 
ENTRANCE as it has the highest 

footfall

For additional details on each of these locations 
and the relevance, please refer back to the 
Studio 1 portfolio.
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PLAN DEVELOPMENT

Understanding and applying the different elements of the metaverse in plan.

IMPLEMENTING MIXED REALITY

Key metaverse walkway that creates the hybrid space. The walkways are where the key information is 
overlaid to create a more inclusive space for the Pakistani community, rather than looking how this does 
at present, viewers will be transported to a different world whilst walking around within the space.

The metaverse will be overlaid on top of the existing physical plans that make the bullring, The key 
sections include gaming plazas, walkways and checkpoints.

Checkpoints

Entrance
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FINAL PLAN

Plan showing the arrangement of Plaza’s checkpoints and pathways around the bullring.

PHYSICAL REALITY - FINAL PLAN CONCEPT

START

Users will be able to access and navigate around the virtual and physical spaces using checkpoints, these are arch structures that will be visible in VR and physically.

Checkpoints

Entrance

Pathways
1     50

N
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WHERE YOU LOOK
You need to look up to see the model but look down 
to see your own face, this creates a subliminal 
hierarchy for users enforcing the belief that 

they are not enough.

BEAUTY POSTERS
These reinforce the beauty standard as people 
can see this and know that they are not this. 
This creates a desired look/goal for users. This 

can make users feel insecure/ ugly

EXPOSED
The counters are all low meaning you can have eye-
contact with anyone walking around within this 
section. Often to avoid eye contact, users may 
look down and at products to avoid the awkwardness.

MIRRORS
There are numerous mirrors within this area for 
people to look in and fixate on imperfections that 

they hope these products may fix.

MIRRORS ARE LOWERED 
From the outside looking in, or inside looking 
out, there is a sense of exposure that comes from 
the low counters and tall ceilings that makes 

people feel smaller

MIRROR LIGHTING
Having the bright lighting around the mirrors 
amplifies the view of imperfection, skin texture 
etc... often used by celebrities and Make-Up 

Artists.

SPOTLIGHTING
This directs where people should be looking at 
any given time, this also highlights different 

products.

MINIMALIST
The minimalist shelves create exclusivity, only 
those who know about these products are likely 
to go into these areas and explore these make-up 

ranges.

(Bourne, D., 2020)

SEMANTICS STUDY

Through an in-depth study of the semantics of the beauty counter, a large part of the proposed 
augmented reality within the bullring includes creating different semantics (information from s1)

CURRENT SEMANTICS

CURRENT SEMANTICS
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COVER UP
Brand names are covered up either by items or 
posters of things that represent Pakistani beauty, 
in this case, CHURIYAN(bangles). This is done to 
reduce hype buying (buying something because it 

is branded)

 DIVISION OF SPACE
Not only are space dividers incredibly common 
within Pakistani shopping areas, this also creates 

a sense of intimacy

INTIMATE/PRIVATE
The space dividers allow the large spaces to be 
broken up in to smaller segments, this allows for 

a much more intimate feeling for shoppers.

EDITED SIGNS
Signs and posters are modified to say positive 
messages or affirmations and make the user feel 
less inclined to feel bad about how they look.

DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE
While these interventions may not stop people 
buying the products entirely, the augmented 
reality features can create more representation 
of Pakistani culture so that Pakistani women are 
less likely to buy to adhere to a Eurocentric 

standard of beauty

PAKISTANI WOMEN
Having the posters of Pakistani women creates 
representation of natural Pakistani women beauty, 

rather than Eurocentric standards. 

PATTERN AND TEXTURE
Different patterns and textures are applied to 
create more of a ‘back home’ feeling for Pakistani 
women, patterns of this style are often seen in 

traditional Pakistani shops.

MORE STUFF
Rather than a minimalist feeling, the spaces are 
filled with vibrance and colour to create a better 

shopping experience

SEMANTICS STUDY

Through an in-depth study of the semantics of the beauty counter, a large part of the proposed 
augmented reality within the bullring includes creating different semantics

AUGMENTED REALITY

PROPOSED SEMANTICS
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What is it like to walk in someone else’s shoes? Books 
allow us to imagine it, and movies allow us to see it, but 
VR is the first medium that actually allows us to experience 

it.

NICK MOKEY

THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS

11//SPECIFIC DESIGN COMPONENTS

57
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GRAND CENTRAL

With the main entrance being in Grand central, the space is exposed to the heavy footfall brought by 
the train station(See Studio 1 portfolio for more information). 

MAIN ENTRANCE

GROUND FLOOR PLAN of bullring and Grand central

Site

Central atrium boundary
Key focal point from the ground and 1st floor

GROUND FLOOR PLAN of Grand central
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CONCEPT 01

The concept of the entrance hub is a space that combines modern parametric structures with some 
hints towards Islamic architecture in the form of pattern, colour or orientation. The main purpose of 
the space is to attract users and provide headsets, for this reason, a bold futuristic instillation is more 
appropriate compared to a purely Islamic one.

ENTRANCE PLAZA STRUCTURE DESIGN 01

ARCHITECT: Sinta Tantra
Date:2019-2020

Installation at Al Majaz 
Waterfront, Sharjah, for the 
Islamic Arts Festival.

ARCHITECT: Belzberg 
architects
Date:2008
Conga room

KEY PRECEDENT DESIGN STUDIES

Map showing location within the 
train station
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CONCEPT 02

The design for this pavilion is another iteration designed with a more free-standing form that cantilevers. 
This type of large scale structure would benefit from its size and scale to stand out within the central 
atrium and attract maximum number of users to the VR experience.

ENTRANCE PLAZA STRUCTURE DESIGN 02

Map showing location within the 
train station
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CHECKPOINT DESIGN CONCEPT 01

CHECKPOINTS CONCEPT O1

The concept of the checkpoint is a space that is 
reflective of Islamic architecture, for this reason 
archways are used, these are modernised 
through the materiality and aesthetic quality. 
This design is an archway that has a 
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CHECKPOINT DESIGN CONCEPT 02

CHECKPOINTS CONCEPT O2

This design concept for the checkpoints involves 
a more detailed approach that hones in to the 
Islamic architecture of arches by incorporating 
different patterns and detail design in to the 
archways. This creates a design element that is 
modern and cultural at the same time. 
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ENTRANCE PLAZA CONCEPT

Key:

Entrance structure

Checkpoints

Key Entrances in to the train station
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FINAL PLAN

START

Checkpoints

Entrance

Pathways
1     50

N
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A NEW PERSPECTIVE
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We will create a civilization of the Mind in Cyberspace. May 
it be more humane and fair than the world your governments 

have made before.

John Perry Barlow

THE NEW AGE

12//REFLECTION AND NEXT STEPS

66
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CHALLENGE DISRUPT UNLEARN RELEARN

Detoxicity is feminist as the metaverse is directly 
designed to challenge the existing commercial 
structures that exist within the corporate beauty 
industry today. These structures are designed to 
make shoppers feel inadequate and unworthy 
and in turn seek out toxic products in a bid to 
seek validation for how they look. The aim is to 
look like the people in the poster. This model is 
directly challenged by allowing people the 
option to eradicate these toxic messages from 
their shopping experience. This is done via smart 

artificial intelligence technology.

With the use of decentralisation in terms of platform, 
currency, transaction and delivery, detoxicity is 
feminist as it disrupts the existing toxic system. These 
initiatives allow the creation of space that can be 
free entirely from the toxic messages and allow for 

the users to take control over their environment.

Another key feminist design feature is that posters 
and brands can no longer project the toxic beauty 
narrative. This allows for a wide scale unlearning 
of these practices and normalises an awareness 
of these subliminal messages even when users are 

in other shopping centres.

With the spaces being designed around the human 
brain psychology, there are various layers of re-
learning that users undergo during their experience 
in Detoxicity. A key difference with detoxicity being 
the focus on the psychology of beauty, this causes 
a deeper shift and re-learning of what beauty 

means to users.

HOW DETOXICITY IS PROMOTES FEMINISM AND IS FEMINIST
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Upon reflection off the studio 2 portfolio, my key reflections are that the project has drastically progressed 
in to a more informed design from studio 1.
 
With the two key built physical elements of the project being the checkpoints and the entrance, the 
main reflection from studio 2 is to heavily refine these structures. 

STUDIO 2 REFLECTION

Entrance

While these concepts do put across the general idea of a feel for the space, they are not complex enough to house the 
main function of the entrance space. The space needs to house key nodes that facilitate specific functions including storage 

of the VR headsets and allowing people to connect to the  metaverse.

Upon reflection  on the key design elements, the Islamic patterns may be removed to create a universal frame structure 
that more subtly reflects on Islamic heritage, this is done as the key aim for the metaverse is to challenge the toxic beauty 

standards for all, rather than just Pakistani women.

Checkpoints

With the checkpoints the key reflection is to create spaces that are 
in sync or complementary of the main entrance, this design at the 
moment is abstract to the entrance design. This would ideally be 
more complementary to the main entrance plaza to create a unity 
within the design. This would be a more feminist approach as this 
creates a more accessible and easy to understand space for users 

who may be new to the bullring.
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LEARN RELEARN REFLECTUNLEARN EVALUATE

BEING TECHNICAL

WHAT KIND OF FEMINIST ARCHITECT DO I WANT 
TO BE?

BEING A COMMUNICATOR

I want be a feminist architect that focuses on a range of 
different issues, dilemmas, media etc.. I enjoy the use and 
development of various technology and web developments 
that allow for a more decentralised future. I aim to be 
involved in this global shift and development and approach 
this through a feminist lens. I want to be able to utilise design 
and tech tools to create more equitable space through having 
statistical and theoretical grounding within my future works.

With the choice of such a complex and jargon heavy 
subject area, being a communicator became an essential 
part of explaining the concepts and theories to everyone 
within studio, in the same way, I have been able to see 
and understand how some of my chosen topics have been 
interpreted differently by various peers, this dialogue in many 
ways enhanced the key elements that I need to communicate 
within this project and also how to address concerns etc. 
that anyone may have had in understanding the nature of 

my project.

There are many forms of feminist technology, these don’t 
necessary always need to be physical, in the case of my 
project, the most powerful technologies is to do with the use 
of Decentralised Finance(De-Fi) systems, this is feminist and 
will always be feminist as this gives the user/owner control 
over their own finances. With creating TOXI coin, I was able 
to further understand the process of blockchain’s etc.. These 
technologies impact the financial future and in many cases 

the present. The feminism of this is clear. 

Architecture is more than the 
physical

Particularly when looking at 
metaverse design one of the 
key things that I have unlearned 
is the core definition of what 
architecture is. In many cases 
architecture is buildings all space 
is in a physical sense however 
architecture is not limited to the 
physical. While in this case there 
is definitely an influence of the 
physical in both the Bullring Plaza 
and also in the size and scale of 
the intended game spaces and 
additional plazas, these space 
is not constrained in the same 
way that a physical space is. This 
includes gravity son orientation 
wind direction etc.. these are 
core elements that we learn 
as part of site analysis within 
architecture studies however not 
all architecture is limited to or 

defined by these parameters.

Technologies of the future

Within this portfolio and 
area of study in particular I 
largely focused on emerging 
technologies and new 
technologies that exist within 
the ever-growing digitising 
world, as a part of my studies 
I was exposed to various new 
forms of technology as well 
as the processes behind many 
technologies that I currently use 
and am involved in. Studying 
the cold and technical aspects 
behind these various elements 
allowed me to gain a more in 
depth understanding of not 
only the user friendly interfaces 
that are widely available but 
also the behind the scenes 
elements involved in creating 

decentralised initiative’s

Beauty and the brain

The key part of re learning 
during this body of work was 
understanding that at its core each 
behaviour oh process that we 
have learned is psychologically 
induced in some way and while 
based on previous research 
we can see that there is a lot 
of manipulation by corporate 
beauty companies and 
governments, this psychology is 
also influential in the opposing 
sons of to mitigate toxic beauty. 
Rather than having people to 
shopping centres too, buy things 
because they will be perhaps 
the entire shopping centre 
space could be empowering. 
In the same way that the toxicity 
and negativity are learned 
behaviours, the positivity and 
self-love could also be a new 

learned behaviour.

These things take time

My approach to designing 
before S2 was predominantly 
focusing on getting down to 
sketching and drawing however 
upon reflection each of the 
elements and technologies 
covered and discussed within 
this portfolio what necessary in 
order to communicate the final 

design Aims. 

Its all about perspective

Within this portfolio there has 
been some incredibly political 
and complex. While these 
interventions displayed within 
this portfolio may not stop people 
buying the products entirely, the 
augmented reality features can 
create more representation of 
Pakistani culture so that Pakistani 
women are less likely to buy to 
adhere to a Eurocentric standard 

of beauty

Studio 2- Roadmap
SANA AKHTAR
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S2 REFLECTION

STUDIO 3 - PLAN OF ACTION

Bullring Plaza

• Refine the entrance proposition and internal arrangement.

• Focus on the technical aspects of the built parametric 
structure.

• Create checkpoints that are respectful and clear but also 
doesn’t cause any obstruction.

Islamic gardens Plaza

• Design and refine an inclusive and representative space.

• Understand Islamic patterns and use them in a strategic 
way.

• Create a space that allows for peaceful reflection

Gaming Plaza

• Create a game that relates to the Detoxicity brief.

• Aim to counter these psychology of toxic beauty

• Explore and understand game design.

Final detoxicity design

• Create an explorer a Pakistani virtual market that includes 
all the previous research and incorporates each of the key 

concepts from S1 and S2

• This space will include various elements from S1 and S2 
including reference to the psychology of beauty and countering 
the semantics of shopping centres while at the same time being 
a space representing Pakistani culture and traditional shopping 

spaces.

• Explore how a virtual e-commerce space would work.

S3  PLAN

Explaining the metaverse

• Define and explain the key concepts that are involved 
within a metaverse.

• Explain and understand the political history of 
cryptocurrencies and how blockchain technology facilitates the 
do use of cryptocurrencies.

• Analyse the key differences between the physical art world 
and digital art world through the use of NFT’s and decentralised 
wallets.

• Analyse Decentraland as a precedent for a metaverse 
including user interface and economic model.

The psychology of beauty

• Explore and analyse the key neural pathways that are 
involved in the process of learning and internalising what beauty 
means.

• Distinguish the key hormones and neurological pathways 
that connect or influence one another when we perceive 
something as beautiful.

• Explore how toxic behaviour is learned on a psychological 
level and how this could be manipulated or changed to allow 
for a non-toxic learned behaviour regarding beauty.

Islamic patterns and representation

• Explore and understand Islamic patterns to create a 
repetition and meaningful Plaza arrangement.

• Analyse some of the key characteristics that are present in 
Islamic patterns.

• Begin exploring how these could be used within design 
in a simple and representative way rather than overbearing or 
appropriating.

Bullring Plaza

• Understand the key arrangements including checkpoints 
and entrances and internal arrangements of the Bullring.

• Explore how augmented reality can alter the visual 
presentation to impact the semantics of a Beauty counter or 
beauty space without taking away from someone’s ability to 
still buy from that counter.

• Begin designing and experimenting the entrance space as 
a parametric geometric arrangement that reflects the futuristic 
interventions and hints at Islamic architecture.
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